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How to Cast Out Demons and Break Curses 1991-11-01 this practical guide to deliverance from demons discusses seven commonly asked questions and how to receive and minister
deliverance
Break That Curse! Get Rid of the Evil Spirits, Demons, and Ghost. 2006-06 this bonded leather compendium combines the two best selling books by john eckhardt in the spiritual
prayers series prayers that rout demons and prayers that break curses this is a powerful handy reference tool that enables the reader to access scripture based prayers and decrees to
overcome demonic influence and opposition this book includes warfare prayers for every circumstance including avoiding satan s attack in the areas of finances pride rebellion
relationships healing and demonic bondages with the resources in this book readers will break the powers of darkness and release the blessings and favor of god in their lives
How to Expel Demons, Break Curses and Release Blessings 2014-08-19 unmasking the devil and his demons to defeat them the devil and his legions of demons have been prowling the
earth for ages tormenting humanity under the cloak of invincibility and darkness their ultimate goal is the utter destruction of humanity to spite god and this they go about
accomplishing in every way possible we cannot see or sense demons but they are there always working to destroy the lives of innocent people they are humanity s worst enemy and yet
so many are ignorant of their existence our sufferings are so much the pain the misfortunes diseases and illnesses we pray to god for help but get no answers we re baffled by the
nature and origin of these problems and soon death and disaster follow people ask are demons real what do they do to me how do they do it are my loved ones affected how and when
does a demon attack how do i avoid such attacks what signs do i look out for who can save me this book unmasking the devil and demons provides a wealth of demon facts and
information in a series of questions and answers that fill you with knowledge and understanding about these vile supernatural creatures battling humanity you ll learn about the ancient
demons in the bible unmasking the devil and demons in the world today deliverance prayers that rout demons and break curses and much more below is a summary unmasking the
devil and demons origin and nature of demons and angels demon facts demon attack patterns and tricks demonic possessions and spiritual warfare identifying false prophets pastors
and churches deliverance from evil spirits and demons deliverance prayers that rout demons deliverance from demonic covenants and curses spiritual warfare for every christian the
secret of deliverance by music and songs prayers against generational curses prayers against evil altars and delay deliverance from evil undefined all evil over 50 dedicated prayers for
all conditions humanity is actually at war with a powerful supernatural enemy and the key to victory in any war is to understand your enemy his nature thinking and strategy his
weapons and his actions this book gives you all that information plus spiritual and practical strategies for deliverance from the powers of darkness demonic bondages we have here a
unique reference book on everything about demons and what they do some call it a demon encyclopedia demon dictionary or even a demon facts book because it lists and gives
explanations and solutions to the strange problems demons create in your life and how to defeat them demon attack and deliverance unmasking the devil and demons understanding
and defeating humanity s worst enemies demon facts deliverance series book 2 the knowledge herein is especially for you that you may have life and live it don t hesitate anymore go
get your copy right now
Prayers That Rout Demons & Break Curses 2010 how to break curses spells and hexes defeating demons and spiritual oppression do you know what the bible says about curses
and spells did you know that you can be cursed the same way you can be blessed did you know that curses are referenced well over 100 times in the bible today just as in biblical times
people with evil mindsets still willingly and unwillingly place curses spells and hexes on other people they have the power to impose invisible barriers in your life that can affect your
health business and relationships in deeply negative ways spiritual oppression can also come not only from the outside through curses and witchcraft but also from within ourselves
because we harbor hatred bitterness malice and unforgiveness in our hearts matthew 18 21 35 such spiritual oppression can also stem from things such as involvement in the occult
false teaching and sexual immorality or from keeping idols or magic books in the home deuteronomy 7 24 26 however christians cannot be fully and totally possessed by the devil as
legion was because they have the holy spirit nonetheless christians can be oppressed hindered and harassed they can be like the temple in jerusalem which in the time of jeremiah and
ezekiel had idol worship and evil practices occurring while god s glory still dwelt in the ark of the covenant inside the holy of holies therefore it is often necessary that christians cleanse
the temple and break all association with such practices this book discusses how to cleanse the christian life of all things that offend god how to be filled with the holy spirit and power
and move from being under a curse to enjoying the blessings of abraham and of christ in this book you will learn how to break free of these forces working in your life by renouncing all
contact association with and participation in evil and by following jesus christ fully and receiving his powerful blessings through the holy spirit of god it is the cross of jesus christ that
will set you free you cannot do this yourself it is not magic you do not counter magic with more magic rather you counter magic with faith and trust in jesus christ through whom god
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created the world if you or a loved one is in need of dealing with invisible barriers and obstacles that may be limiting receiving god s plan for your life how to break curses spells and
hexes defeating demons and spiritual oppression will help you or your loved ones nullify any curses to receive god s blessings in your life
Unmasking the Devil and Demons 2020-06-25 identifying the enemy is the key to casting him out john eckhardt has created the ultimate deliverance thesaurus to help believers
know the specific names and attributes of demons so they can become more successful in casting them out we fear the unknown but there is power in identification the demons
unmasked in this thesaurus are well aware that they are subject to the name of jesus the name above every name by identifying demons the believer strips them of their power and
exhibits christ s authority over every demon don t run from the devil begin casting out the enemy and stand victorious with jesus christ
How to Break Curses, Spells and Hexes 2019-04-10 lone wolf and cub chronicles the story of ogami ittō the shōgun s executioner who uses a dōtanuki battle sword disgraced by false
accusations from the yagyū clan he is forced to take the path of the assassin along with his three year old son daigorō they seek revenge on the yagyū clan and are known as lone wolf
and cub
Demon Hit List 2016-06 yamada no goji is a minor nobleman of ancient japan who has lost everything except a single purpose keep a promise to the woman he loved in order to fulfill
his vow all he has to do is fight a horde of demons and monsters bargain with a few ghosts outwit the sinister schemers of the emperor s court find a way to defeat an assassin who
cannot be seen heard or touched and change the course of history fortunately yamada specializes in achieving the seemingly impossible so he is sure in some way to succeed if he
doesn t drink himself into oblivion first p 4 of cover
Day of the Demons 2000 i hunt demons i don t work for them and i promised my mom one thing before she was murdered under no circumstances would i ever go near the high
demons but i ll break that promise over and over again if it helps me avenge her death when my only lead turns to ash in the middle of demon territory i m suddenly a dead witch
walking violence in samael s club is an automatic death sentence unless he can use you and it turns out that the most powerful demon in the country has a use for little ol me demons
are being slaughtered his demons and as a bounty hunter it s up to me to find out who would dare hurt his people i ve got two weeks to find the killer and if i fail i m bonded to samael
forever samael s certain that i ll be his but i m not the kinda girl who risks her freedom for a demon i m the kinda girl who won t let anyone get in the way of her vengeance not even the
machiavellian control freak who thinks he can run my life the problem i ve pissed the wrong people off now i m the one being hunted and someone s coming for me with everything they
have but i m never more dangerous than when my back is up against the wall and i m ready to come out swinging
Yamada Monogatari 2014 is your life characterized by continual setbacks and misfortune does it appear as though no matter what you do you cannot seem to obtain the blessings of the
lord you could be living under a curse
Speak of the Demon 2022-08-24 quits book 1 demons wayne thomas hides a secret locking it in the depths of his mind has kidnapping a young woman proved to him that all females
are conniving treacherous creatures his childhood has him convinced that women are evil can he rid himself of the traumatic events that plagued his younger years or will they continue
to haunt him befriended by the woman he abducted wayne becomes a different person he embraces happiness hoping that for once things won t go wrong until a memory triggers the
horrors he has locked away and it all comes tumbling out forcing him to face up to his demons those inside him and those that still live and breathe quits book 2 devils still tormented by
the demons from his past wayne thomas embarks on a course of therapy at the klinter institute his therapist jen is eager to ensure he faces every single demon he encountered in his
childhood and to re establish wayne into society with the help of kathy a speech therapist and herbert a physiotherapist wayne begins to rebuild not only his mind but his body and self
confidence once therapy makes a marked improvement upon wayne he is offered the chance to move out of klinter to the apartments the second stage of his integration however inner
demons and devils are sometimes hard to erase wayne s linger in his subconscious waiting for a chance to break free once more to wreak havoc within his unstable mind will jen s hard
work pay off or will wayne spiral into a world where redemption and payback rule
To Break the Demon Gate 2014 the compact of sorcerers a brotherhood sworn to guard the wall between the human world and the demon realm have relied only on one another for
centuries but now there s a traitor in their midst struggling medical student clea masters knows she s unique ever since her parents death she s been kept safe by an inexplicable force
inside her that knocks back any threat but when a demon attacks her clea is launched into a dangerous world she never knew existed her only ally is a lethal seductive man who
arouses a hunger stronger than anything she has ever imagined compact of sorcerers member ciarran d arbois will not let harm befall clea in her he sees a strength he admires and a
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body he longs to caress yet demons are determined to break down the portal ciarran has sworn to protect using clea as their key now as a rogue sorcerer leads the enemy ever closer
ciarran and clea have only one hope both must surrender to their darkest passions and unleash their most dangerous untested deisres demon s kiss which is more deadly his passion or
his power
Prayers That Break Curses 2010-09-24 the new and complete edition unmasking and defeating demons forever demons have been prowling the earth since creation tormenting
humanity under the cloak of invincibility and darkness their ultimate goal is the utter destruction of human beings to spite god their creator and this they go about accomplishing in so
many different ways we cannot see or sense demons yet they are there among us everywhere always working to destroy the lives of innocent people they are humanity s worst enemy
but so many people are ignorant of their existence and evil activities our sufferings are so much the pain the misfortunes diseases and illnesses we pray to god for help but get no
answers we re baffled by the nature and origin of these strange problems and soon disaster and death follow people ask are demons real what do they do to me how do they do it are
my loved ones affected how and when does a demon attack how do i avoid such attacks what signs do i look out for who can save me this book unmasking and defeating demons
provides a wealth of information in a series of questions and answers that fill you with knowledge and understanding about the activities of these vile supernatural creatures battling
humanity you ll learn about the ancient demons in the bible unmasking the devil and demons in the world today deliverance prayers that rout demons and break curses and much more
below is a summary unmasking and defeating demons unmasking the devil the chief demon origin and nature of demons and angels demon facts demon attack patterns and tricks
demonic possessions and exorcism identifying false prophets pastors and churches deliverance from evil spirits and demons deliverance prayers that rout demons deliverance from
demonic covenants and curses spiritual warfare for every christian the secret of deliverance by music and songs prayers against generational curses prayers against evil altars and
delay prayers against the powers of darkness over 50 dedicated prayers for all conditions deliverance from evil undefined all evil humanity is at war with powerful supernatural enemies
and the key to victory in any war is to understand your enemy his nature thinking and strategy his weapons and his actions this book gives you all that information plus spiritual and
practical strategies for deliverance from the powers of darkness demonic attacks and every demonic bondage this is your go to book on everything about demons and evil spirits what
they do and how they do it it lists everything in detail giving in depth explanations and solutions to the strange problems these cunning supernatural creatures create in your life
unmasking and defeating demons questions answers and prayers against the powers of darkness deliverance series book 2 the knowledge herein is especially for you that you may
have life and live it don t hesitate anymore get your copy right now
Quits 2008-03-01 this book contains powerful warfare prayers and decrees taken from scripture that will break the powers of darkness and release the blessings and favor of god
Demon's Kiss 2007-10-01 oh that s right we talk about your love life we sit with you in class we know all about that thing you did last night how do we know we watch you we go to
those dance clubs with you we scheme hideous outcomes for you we know exactly what it is that will get you to our side we create those wrong friendships you wished you never had
we invite you into those relationships that break your heart we give you the life you never wanted but it came at such a sweet price we promised you the world and you took it like a kid
wanting candy all too easy all i can say is please don t let me get in the way of the worst ending of your life i m right behind you i ll open that door to frustration nonsense and
destruction
Unmasking and Defeating Demons 2020-07-11 the devil is on his way the angel academy of excellence is at war with the demons they have taken over the campus and are prepared to
kill off every single angel they find the school is in lockdown there is no way to run that only leaves one option fight posie is desperate to protect her school and the future she never
expected to have as she prepares for battle there is only one thing she knows for sure her heart belongs to the guardian and they will fight side by side no matter what happens when
the true battle begins it s angels against demons even the devil will arrive with an onslaught of new creatures to boost his army the angels will need a miracle or super power to win this
time find out the angel academy s fate in the gripping final book in the series hold on and say a little prayer they re going to need it
Prayers That Rout Demons 2010-09-24 this book on deliverance talks about demons their origin nature manifestation and expulsion the author z t fomum who has personally carried
out several deliverance sessions and led many people to freedom from the grip of demons clearly shows with biblical examples the different forms and manifestations of demons and
the biblical ways taught in the scriptures to cast out demons and free their captives this book is also rich in instructions and steps that can help anyone deliver themselves from demons
and terminate with the past this book if made a handbook can make you a minister of deliverance and help protect you from the influence of demons
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After You: A Demon is Always Lurking Nearby 2018-04-27 miku takeshita and her family have moved from japan to live in the uk but unfortunately the family s enemy demons have
followed them miku knows she s in trouble when her new supply teacher turns out to be a nukekubi a bloodthirsty demon who can turn into a flying head and whose favourite snack is
children that night in a raging snowstorm miku s little brother kazu is kidnapped by the demons and then it s up to miku and her friend cait to get him back the girls break into their
snow locked school confronting the dragon like woman of the wet and outwitting the faceless nopera bo at last they come face to face with the nukekubi itself but will they be in time to
save kazu the winner of the first frances lincoln diverse voices award this is the first of a new trilogy takeshita demons with the second takeshita demons the filth licker due to be
published in 2011 and takeshita demons monster matsuri in 2012 to read more about the frances lincoln diverse voices award click here this title is also available as an ebook in either
kindle epub or adobe ebook editions
DEMONS&CURSES 2021-12-04 from the best selling author of prayers that rout demons victory over every obstacle is within reach don t settle for anything less the enemy works
overtime to keep people bound exhausted and frustrated his goal is to convince believers that god s promises are for everyone but them when they believe his lies they unknowingly
partner with him and give him access to their lives this is how a stronghold is formed the enemy has bound god s people up long enough in break every chain john eckhardt reveals
twenty five strongholds that commonly hold christians captive he exposes the enemy s tactics and teaches readers to use the power of the word to drive the devil out and break the
chains that hold them back this book empowers readers to stand upon the word of the lord resist the devil break free of bondage and experience the blessings and promises of god this
book will help you discover the spiritual forces that could be behind your setbacks failures and defeats your will learn how you may have unknowingly partnered with the devil by
believing his lies and you will experience breakthrough as you begin to replace his lies with the truth of god s word
Demons 2016-10-08 the holy spirit has moved my spirit to write this book on warfare prayers these prayers dal with overthrowing the powers of demon spirits both principalities and
powers and even lucifer himself they re effective against breaking curses and satanic manipulation over your life house marriage children finances ministry church business health and
they stop demons from hindering and blocking your future they are effective also inde aling with getting the dark areas out of your life so that you will be used of god and fulfill your
predestinated purpose
Deliverance From Demons 2010-08-19 his lies will both free me and tear me apart i have a special skill special enough to secure me a place at the prestigious league of demon
hunters it s a tough place and i must prove myself so when i hear that a high level demon has invaded grand central station i m determined to send it back to hell but things don t go as
planned when do they ever and instead of trapping him drevan morningstar traps me he s sexy enigmatic and powerful he has the face of an angel but he s a demon forbidden wrong
and yet i can t stop myself from falling for him but demons can t mate with humans can they worse yet drevan is here to change my fate and ask me to join him in an impossible
mission as the treachery and lies reveal themselves the truth might destroy my life or at the very least my heart if you can t get enough of books angels and demons then you ll love
this paranormal romance
Takeshita Demons 2021-06-01 the spirit of god within you has power and authority over all the works of the devil deliverance ministry should be a normal part of your everyday
christian life deliverance was a key part of jesus ministry and we need it today more than ever even in our modern day demons work to influence and oppress but it takes the
compassion
Break Every Chain 2014-05 demonically scary x secretly shy x dessert loving heartthrob moé boss one day kasumi mugino a writer for a women s magazine loses a photo of a past
she wants to leave buried in the dark after searching high and low for it what she found was her boss with the worst workplace rating in the company because he s as scary as a demon
hibiki hasegawa in the middle of making desserts completely shocked she shouts in surprise and hasegawa sees her and though she thought he was one real demon of a boss he s
actually harshly sweet sweetly harsh a super sweet boss enjoy a taste of this 1000 sugar overloaded office romcom that s so sweet it ll practically give a heart attack
Prayers of War 2020-11-17 a thrilling return to the 1 new york times bestselling urban fantasy series continuing rachel morgan s story rachel morgan is back and the hollows will never
be the same what happens after you ve saved the world well if you re rachel mariana morgan witch born demon you quickly discover that something might have gone just a little bit
wrong that the very same acts you and your friends took to forge new powers may have released something bound by the old with a rash of zombies some strange new murders and an
exceedingly mysterious new demon in town it will take everything rachel has to counter this new threat to the world and it may demand the sacrifice of what she holds most dear
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Demon Pride 2022-02-16 in his thirst for revenge the vampire deacon has betrayed the demon fighting guardians but rosalia is in love with him and willing to fight by his side even if she
has to stand against her fellow guardians to save him watch a video
Setting Captives Free 2020-06-16 the powerful lord sargatanas brigadier general in beelzebub s host is restless for millennia sargatanas has ruled dutifully over an infernal metropolis
but he has never forgotten what he lost in the fall he is sickened by what he has done and what he has become now with a small event a confrontation with a damned soul he makes a
decision that will reverberate through every being in hell sargatanas decides to attempt the impossible to rebel to win his way home and bring with him anyone who chooses to follow
be they demon or soul he will stake everything on fighting all the abominable forces of hell arrayed against him when the prize is nothing less than redemption at the publisher s
request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied
I Want to Make My Demon Boss Blush! 2 2010-07-06 the complete set of all the books in the exciting demon hunter in hiding series my whole life is a lie hazel rushton is not my real
name i m not really a nerdy post grad research student at stanford by day i pretend to follow the rules and lead a normal life at night i hunt monsters if you love the sound of kick butt
action and a determined nerdy researcher who isn t afraid to battle monsters you ll love hazel trudi jaye s latest urban fantasy heroine make sure you one click now to join the
adventure
American Demon 2008-12-30 get books 1 3 in this bestselling series for free in the beautiful demons box set book 4 shadow demons is on sale for just 99 cents for a limited time after
narrowly escaping death at the hand of the order of shadows harper finds herself thrust into the strange and beautiful world of the shadow demons but crossing through the portal
doesn t mean she is safe the order of shadows is determined to bring her home and finish the ritual to take her life and her power they send their most vicious hunters after harper
hunters who will not stop until they have found their prey determined to keep her safe jackson takes her deep into an underground world filled with dangers of its own here harper will
begin a journey that will teach her more about herself and her own path than she ever imagined possible but will her relationship with jackson survive and is she really ready to find out
the truth about who she is read the complete shadow demons saga beautiful demons book 1 inner demons book 2 bitter demons book 3 shadow demons book 4 rival demons book 5
demons forever book 6 emerald darkness book 7 forgotten darkness book 8 this book is approximately 78 000 words
Demon Blood 2012-01-19 the church is in the world to continue jesus ministry but it has forgotten an important part dealing with enemy spirits and satan runs freely in our world with
few christian leaders knowing how to stop him dealing with demons presents kraft s way of dealing with satan s army whose aim is to destroy god s forces are demons for real he asks
yes he answers and they are very active with personal experience setting free hundreds of people from hundreds of demons who left without a fight kraft presents his approach through
inner healing this he hopes will help readers who have been afraid to deal with demons to go confidently into battle with them in the authority we have in jesus to set captives free
God's Demon 2018-09-25 holding the unwilling to humiliation xing wuji brazenly opened his eyes he will be interesting to see how his good brother feng li tortured him
Demon Hunter in Hiding Boxed Set - Books 1- 5 2017-05-16 a good demon ezra is a timekeeper in hell responsible for building and maintaining the clocks that tick away eternal
torment he s never believed he deserves to be in hell and when the reason he s there is revealed he s horrified yet filled with hope but is this just another form of torture when ezra s
given a chance to go to the surface he s determined to uncover the truth but his fellow demons seem just as determined he won t survive the journey a bad angel roman doesn t
understand why an angel who failed his training the first time round has been given the job of policing paranormals in the uk s capital city he s consumed by unhappiness he might not
be in hell but sometimes it damn well feels like it when roman meets ezra his failings come back to haunt him ezra makes him want to break the rules but an angel protecting a demon
discovery would bring an eternity of suffering and with a boss none other than the archangel michael it ll take more than a miracle for the lovers to stand together
Rival Demons 2020-07-17 the six realms three thousand worlds the gates of hell were opened and the underworld suffered an endless calamity the eighteen levels of hell were all
destroyed and countless ghosts and deities perished in the underworld a mysterious red light and an ordinary person without a trace clashed during this life and death calamity they
were accidentally drawn into the pool of samsara as soon as he woke up wu hen reincarnated into the martial spirit world of the divine continent from then on the trash martial spirit
came to attack working with the eternal demon sovereign in the six realms reincarnation and the three thousand worlds there was a scene that could make one cry the legend of the
demon sovereign close
Dealing with Demons 2010-02 and you shall know the truth and the truth shall make you free john 8 32 are you still suffering from your sickness after consulting with all the
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specialists in the medical profession you have also tried all the medications that pharmacology can offer but your pain and suffering still persist there may be a spiritual demonic cause
to your sickness you are about to discover the truth about some human sicknesses which medical science and pharmacology have neither clues nor cures get the truth about your
peculiar problem and seek help from any anointed servant of god in the healing and deliverance ministry of jesus christ ebenezer caternor graduated from the ghana military academy
in 1966 in the rank of second lieutenant he served in the armored reconnaissance regiment as a junior officer he held various appointments in the army and notable among them were
command of an armored squadron a directing staff at the ghana armed forces command and staff college he served as the director of administration and later the chief staff officer at
the army headquarters in 1995 he was posted to the u s a as ghana s military attache and concurrently as defense advisor to canada he retired in the rank of colonel he enrolled in
global university in missouri where he graduated in 2001 b a bible theology he moved on to trinity theological seminary newburgh indiana where he graduated in 2004 m a pastoral
ministry he continued at the same seminary for his ph d in religious studies 2009 dr ebenezer caternor is an ordained minister with the assemblies of god and the founder and senior
pastor of miracle temple assembly of god in silver spring maryland u s a he has been in the divine healing and deliverance ministry for the past twelve years
Blood Sha Heavenly Demon 2021-07-08 please make sure to check out my other novels i am sure that you will like them my world traveling system the harbinger of death vampire
overlord system in the apocalypse epic of ice dragon reborn as an ice dragon with a system epic of summoner supreme summoner system in the apocalypse due to the mercilessness of
a wicked god the demon queen s soul is sliced in half reincarnating twice in her third life unfortunately for her one of her halves reincarnated as a living armor inside the depths of a
labyrinth reincaranted not as a living being but as a living armor an undead ghost inhabiting a set of rusty armor she will have to survive within the depths of the labyrinth as a level 1
monster however as the former demon queen she will destroy each challenge that dares come her way by relearning all the abilities skills and spells that she once held as the sovereign
of all demons while merging them with the unique powers of an undead as she rediscovers her previous life powers and knowledge she begins to build a demon kingdom from zero
gathering strong allies and going against the nations that had deemed of demons beastmen and monsters as unholy existences however a dark shadow looms on the horizon creeping
slowly towards her future as she unravels the mysteries of the world and the gods that govern it and amidst the chaos of her third life where could her other half had reincarnated
ruthless against her enemies and compassionate towards her people she shall reform the heavenly laws set by the gods themselves this is the story of the weakest demon queen who
has sworn to never commit the same mistakes of her previous lives and now she will become the strongest an exciting action filled adventure with sci fi necromancy magic fights
against gods and kingdom building 1200 power stones 2 extra chapters per week 1700 power stones 3 extra chapters per week 2200 power stones 4 extra chapters per week 2700
power stones 5 extra chapters per week additional tags kingdom building double protagonists action adventure monster taming monster pets monster summoning necromancy monster
evolution magic wizards rpg system dungeon litrpg weak to strong wuxia mature seinen xuanhuan comedy light novel alchemy demons beastmen monster girls evolution non human
mc vampires ghosts undead slice of life amazing art by sadi eve
The Demon You Know 2021-03-15 in addition to this mountain is a mysterious place with a fierce name in the real world it seems that there are many incomprehensible mysteries
around this mountain on this mountain birds and animals are extinct but the traces of birds and animals in the mountains are not seen here at all
Demon's Revenge synopsis you can visit webnovel com to read tales of demons and gods manga and novel online killed by a sage emperor and reborn as his 13 year old self nie li was
given a second chance at life a second chance to change everything and save his loved ones and his beloved city he shall once again battle with the sage emperor to avenge his death
and those of his beloved with the vast knowledge of hundred years of life he accumulated in his previous life wielding the strongest demon spirits he shall reach the pinnacle of martial
arts enmities of the past will be settled in this new lifetime since i m back then in this lifetime i shall become the king of the gods that dominate everything let everything else tremble
beneath my feet
Eternal Demon Sovereign
Are Demons the Cause of Your Sickness? (Revised Edition)
Webnovel: Demon Queen Rebirth
Dragon demon Legend
Tales of Demons and Gods
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